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We discuss Hermite polynomials of the Gould]Hopper type, the associated
harmonic oscillator-like functions, the differential equations they satisfy, and the
relevant creation]annihilation operator algebra. We also introduce many variable
Hermite polynomials of the Bell type, analyze their properties, and show that they
are a natural tool to develop the theory of super-Gauss]Hermite functions, whose
pseudo-orthogonal properties are also discussed. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .The Hermite polynomials H.P. were proposed more than a century ago
w x1 . Since then, they have been recognized as a unique tool in both pure
and applied mathematics. Hermite himself suggested a class of generalized
w xpolynomials 2 that are less known than they should be and than the
w xordinary case. Their importance has been recognized only recently 3, 4
and has been exploited to deal with quantum mechanical and optical beam
transport problems. Within this last framework, generalized forms of
harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions have been proposed and the relevant
annihilation]creation operator algebra has been developed.
The theory of H.P. has exhibited a slow but constant evolution. One of
the most complete works on this subject is the monograph by Appell andÂ
w xKampe de Feriet 5 , which presents a systematic investigation providing aÂ Â
unified point of view of the various proposed generalized forms.
Among the successive investigations we quote the notable efforts by
w x w xHumbert 6 and Gould and Hopper 7 . These authors indicated guiding
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criteria to introduce generalized classes of polynomials including those of
the Gegenbauer type.
The theory of generalized special functions has witnessed a rather
significant evolution during the last years. The reasons of interest have a
manifold motivation. Restricting ourselves to the applicative field, we note
that for some physical problems the use of new classes of special functions
provided solutions hardly achievable with conventional analytical and
numerical means. Just to quote an example we recall that the use of
generalized Bessel functions is now a well established tool to treat syn-
w x w xchrotron radiation 8 and crystallographic 9 problems.
More recently just the generalized Bessel functions provided arguments
 .to reconsider the theory of generalized Hermite polynomials G.H.P. in a
more extended context. They have indeed been recognized as a crucial
w xelement to develop a complete point of view to the multivariable 10, 11
w xand multi-index 12 Bessel functions. Further investigations have touched
on their orthogonality properties and on the possibility of defining infinite
w xvariable H.P. 13, 14 .
This paper is a further contribution to the theory of G.H.P. We discuss
more deeply the problems associated with Humbert and Gould]Hopper
type polynomials, the differential equation they satisfy, the associated
harmonic oscillator-like functions, and the relevant annihilation]creation
operator algebra. We analyze the link between G.H.P. and Bell polynomi-
w xals 15 and explore the properties of a further class of polynomials. We
will define the super-Hermite for its relevance to the super-Gauss]Hermite
functions, which may play an important role in the theory of supergaussian
w xbeams 16 . A general theory of mode evolution that accounts for the
possible competition among the modes in optical cavities exploiting mir-
rors with tapered reflectivity has not been developed yet. Within this
context the first obligatory step is the definition and the analysis of
supergaussian functions that we will introduce in this paper.
2. A NONSTANDARD FORM OF HERMITE
POLYNOMIALS AND ASSOCIATED
ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS
One of the most direct ways of exploring generalized classes of H.P. is to
 .start from modified forms of the ordinary H.P. generating function g.f. .
  ..We consider therefore the G.H.P. H x defined by the g.f.n, m
` nt
mw xexp mxt y t s H x 1 .  . n , mn!ns0
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 .with m being an arbitrary integer. The polynomials H x are explicitlyn, m
provided by
r nym rw xnrm y1 mx .  .
H x s n! , 2 .  .n , m r ! n y mr ! .rs0
which reduces to the ordinary case for m s 2.
 .  .Their recurrence properties can be derived either from Eqs. 1 and 2 .
It is indeed easy to prove that
d
H x s mnH x , .  .n , m ny1, mdx
3 .
my 11 d
H x s mxH x y H x . .  .  .nq1, m n , m n , mmy2  /dxm
 .The differential equation satisfied by H x can be straightforwardlyn, m
inferred by introducing the shift operators
1 dÃE s ,y mn dx
4 .
my 11 dÃE s mx y ,q my2  /dxm
 .which act on H x according to the rulesn, m
ÃE H s H . 5 ." n , m n"1, m
Whereas the identity
Ã ÃE E H x s H x 6a .  .  .q y n , m n , m
Ã  .holds using the explicit definition of E given by Eq. 4 , we find that"
 .H x satisfies the following ordinary differential equation of mth order:n, m
md d
my 1 my1y m x q m n H x s 0. 6b .  .n , m /dx dx
 .A two variable extension of H x can be achieved through the generat-n, m
ing function
` nt
mw xexp mxt y yt s H x , y . 7 .  . n , mn!ns0
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 .The H x, y polynomials satisfy the recurrencesn, m
­
H x , y s mnH x , y , .  .n , m ny1, m­ x
8a .
­ n!
H x , y s y H x , y , n G m , .  .n , m nym , m­ y n y m ! .
which once combined yield
m
­ 1 ­
H x , y s y H x , y . 8b .  .  .n , m n , mm  /­ y m ­ x
Accordingly we can also write
myy ­
H x , y s exp H x , 0 , .  .n , m n , mm  /m ­ x 9 .
n
H x , 0 s mx . .  .n , m
 .  .Whereas H x, 1 s H x , we also findn, m n, m
r m rw xnrm 1 y1 ­ . n
H x s ? mx , 10 .  .  .n , m m r  /r ! m ­ xrs0
 .which can be used as an alternative to the series 2 .
In analogy to the ordinary case we introduce the harmonic oscillator-like
functions
1 x 2
F x s H x exp y , 11 .  .  .n , m n , mn  /’ 2m n!
whose nonorthogonality properties will be discussed in the concluding
section.
 .Keeping the derivative of F x with respect to x we findn, m
d 1 d x 2
F x s H x y xH x exp y . 12a .  .  .  .n , m n , m n , m 5n  /’dx dx 2m n!
 .  .Using the recurrences 3 the relation 12a can be cast in the form
my 1d 1 aÃy’F x s m a y a y F x , 12b .  .  .Ã Ãn , m y q n , mmy1’ ’dx m m
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where the operators a and a , defined asÃ Ãy q
’a F x s n F x , .  .Ãy n , m ny1, m
12c .
’a F x s n q 1 F x , .  .Ãq n , m nq1, m
can be viewed as annihilation]creation operators. It is also clear that
my 11 aÃy
xF x s a q F x . 13 .  .  .Ãn , m q n , mmy1’ ’m m
 .  .Combining Eqs. 12b and 13 we finally obtain
1 d
a s q x ,Ãy  /’ dxm
14a .my 11 d’a s m x y q x .Ãq my1  /dxm
 .The hermitian conjugates of the operators 14a are provided by
1 d
qa s y q x ,Ãy  /’ dxm
my 11 d
q ’a s m x y y q x . 14b .Ãq my1  /dxm
It is evident that the operators a and a are not hermitian conjugate toÃ Ãy q
each other, except for the case m s 2. However they satisfy the commuta-
tion relations
a , a s 1. 15 .Ã Ãy q
 .It is also easily proved that F x satisfies the ordinary differentialn, m
equation
md 1 d
2x q x y q x F x s nF x , 16 .  .  .n , m n , mmy1 5 /dx dxm
which for m s 2 reduces to the equation satisfied by the ordinary har-
monic oscillator eigenfunctions, namely,
1 d2 x 2 1
y q F x s n q F x . 17 .  .  .n , 2 n , 22  / /2 2 2dx
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 .In the case of m s 3, Eq. 16 yields
3 2 31 d 1 d 1 d x 1
2 2y y x y x y 3 x q 1 q x y y x F x .  .n , 33 29 3 3 dx 9 3dx dx
s nF x . 18 .  .n , 3
 .The obvious conclusion of the present analysis is that F x is ann, m
eigenstate with eigenvalue n of the operator
m1 d d
2a a s D s y q x q x q x , 19 .Ã Ãq y n , m my1  /dx dxm
which is self-adjoint only for m s 2. Within the present context the
concept of hermitian operator is ambiguous and deserves a more careful
analysis. The considerations we have developed in this section indicate that
the introduction of more general classes of H.P. opens the possibility of
speculating on generalized forms of harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions and
provides a further example of realization of the creation]annihilation
operators.
3. BELL POLYNOMIALS AND SUPERGAUSSIAN
HERMITE FUNCTIONS
Possible extensions of G.H.P. to the multivariable case have been
w x w xdiscussed in 13 and 14 . In the following text we will prove that they
 .belong to the class of Bell polynomials B.P. . Considering indeed the
generating function
M ` nt
s  s4 .M  4exp x t s H x , 20 . . s n s M / n!ss1 ns0
where
 4s s 1, 2, . . . , M ,M
21 .
 4x s x , x , . . . , x ,s 1 2 MM
s4M . 4 .one can identify H x as a G.H.P. with M variables. In particularn s M
it is worth noting that
x11 , 2.H x , y1 s H . 22 .  .n 1 n  /2
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Furthermore,
w x s 1 , 2.nr3 x H x , x .3 ny3 s 1 21 , 2, 3.H x , x , x s n! 23a .  .n 1 2 3 s! n y 3s ! .ss0
and, more generally,
w x  x 4 .rnrM s My1  4x H x .M nyM r s My1 x 4 .s M  4H x s n! . 23b . . n s M r ! n y Mr ! .rs0
This last property allows the explicit construction of these polynomials.
During the early 1930s Bell introduced a class of polynomials, named
 .after him, denoted by Y x , . . . , x and specified by the generatingn 1 n
w xfunction 15
` s ` nx t ts
exp s 1 q Y x , . . . , x . 24 .  .  n 1 n /s! n!ss1 ns1
The link between the B.P. and the previous G.H.P. is easily recognized. In
fact,
xs s4 .M ª `H s Y x , . . . , x . 25 .  .n n 1 n 5 /s! Mª `
The B.P.s occur in combinatorics, statistics, and other fields, exhibit
important properties, and may perhaps be exploited in other research
 .fields. They be explicitly calculated using, e.g., Eq. 23b , which yields, for
w xthe first five polynomials 17 ,
Y x s x , .1 1 1
Y x , x s x 2 q x , .2 1 2 1 2
 4 3Y x s x q 3 x x q x , .3 s 1 1 2 33
26 .
 4 4 2 2Y x s x q 6 x x q 4 x x q 3 x q x , .4 s 1 1 2 1 3 2 44
 4 5 3 2 2Y x s x q 10 x x q 10 x x q 15x x .5 s 1 1 2 1 3 1 25
q 5x x q 10 x x q x .1 4 2 3 5
w xA noticeable feature involving Y polynomials is reported below 18n
 a .  a a .  ..g s d rdx g x : x .
md
g  x . g  x . 1. m.e s e Y g x , . . . , g x . 27 .  .  . .m /dx
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The above identity, which is a particular case of the Faa' di Bruno's
w xformula for the mth derivative of composite functions 19 , can be proved
 . min a rather straightforward way. Multiplying the r.h.s. of Eq. 27 by t rm!
and summing up on m, we get
mm  j.` `t d g x . .
g  x . g  xqt . je s e s exp t . 28 .  /  /m! dx j!ms0 js0
 .  .Equation 27 follows therefore from definition 24 .
 . m  .If we assume that g x s yx , with m being an integer, Eq. 27 yields
nd
mexp yx . /dx
s exp yx m Y . n , m
=
m!
my 1 my2 mynymx , ym m y 1 x , . . . , y x , 29 .  . /m y n ! .
which can be viewed as an extended version of the Rodriguez formula. It is
 .clear that in Eq. 29 for n ) m the arguments x are vanishing. Whenmq n
m s 2 we can make the identification
n2ys 4Y y2 x s y1 H x . 30 .  .  . .nn , 2 n
 .According to Eq. 29 we also find
 .n my1d m! nmys nY y x s y1 m nm y n !. 31 .  .  .n , m  5 /dx m y s ! . n
Supergaussians have been exploited in optics to model the beams con-
tained in optical cavities with mirrors having supergaussian reflectivity
w xtapering 16 .
Assuming that m is even and larger than 2, we introduce the super-
Gauss]Hermite functions
m! x mn mysG x s y1 Y y x exp y , n F m , .  .n , m n , m  5  / /m y s ! 2 . n
32 .
which reduce to the usual Gauss]Hermite functions for m s 2.
 .The functions G x are not orthogonal in the strict sense, but it cann, m
be easily shown that the overlapping integral
q`
P s G x G x dx 33 .  .  .Hn , n9 , m n , m n9 , m
y`
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 .is vanishing for n ) n9 m y 1 . The proof of this statement is rather
 .  .straightforward; in fact, according to Eqs. 29 and 31 , in the case
 .  .n s n9 m y 1 the integral 33 specializes as
q`nqn9 mP s y1 exp yx Y x Y x dx .  .  .  .Hn , n9 , m n , m n9 , m
y`
n
q` d
ms exp yx Y x dx .  .H n9 , m /dxy`
 .nyn9 my1q` d .n9 mq1 qn ms y1 n9m y n9 ! exp yx dx .  .  .H  /dxy`
 .n9 mq1 qny1 1 .
n9s m n9m y n9 ! G . 34 .  . /m m
 .  .If n ) n9 m y 1 , the integral vanishes; if n9 - n - n9 m y 1 , P isn, n9, m
 .nonzero but the relevant expression is more complicated than Eq. 34 . It
 .is also clear that for m s 2, Eq. 34 reduces to the usual orthogonality
condition.
 .The use of G x in optics will be discussed in a forecoming investiga-n, m
tion, where we analyze more deeply the problems associated to their
orthogonality properties. An idea of the first five super-Gauss]Hermite
functions for m s 4 is offered by Fig. 1.
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have touched many points that deserve a deeper
analysis.
 .  .We have stated that the functions F x , defined by Eq. 11 , aren, m
nonorthogonal. The proof of this statement is rather simple, but will be
given here because it is based on some considerations worth discussing.
 .The r.h.s. of Eq. 1 can be rearranged according to
mx
m 2 2 mw x w xexp mxt y t s exp 2 t y t ? exp t y t . 35 . /2
 .Assuming m even, we can write H x in terms of ordinary Hermiten, m
polynomials as
w xnr2 H mxr2 .ny2 r
H x s n! H 1 . 36 .  .  .n , m r , m r2r ! n y 2 r ! .rs0
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FIG. 1. First five super Gauss]Hermite modes.
We find, therefore,
w x 2nr2n! H mxr2 x .ny2 r
F x s H 1 exp y , 37 .  .  .( n , m r , m r2n  /m r ! n y 2 r ! 2 .rs0
which provides a set of nonorthogonal functions.
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 .As previously remarked the operators 14a are not hermitian conjugate
Ãq q qto each other. As a consequence, the operator D s a a admits theÃ Ãx r , m y q
q  .eigenfunction F x belonging to the same eigenvalue as F . Then, m n, m
functions F , Fq form a biorthogonal set in the sense thatn, m n, m
q`
qF x F x dx A d . 38 .  .  .H n , m n9 , m n , n9
y`
q  .This aspect of the problem and the explicit form of F x will ben, m
discussed elsewhere.
It is well known that the ordinary H.P. are a limiting case of the
 .Gegenbauer polynomials G.P. , which are defined through the generating
function
N` 1
n N . < <t C x s , N / 0, t - 1. 39 .  . n 21 y 2 xt q tns0
w xAccording to Humbert 6 we can introduce the generalized Gegenbauer
N .  .polynomial C x , whose generating function isn, m
N` 1
n N .t C x s . 40 .  . n , m m1 y mxt q tns0
N .  .  .In the limit N ª ` the C x reduce to the polynomials H x ; inn, m n, m
fact,
yNm1r mxN t t
1 y m q1r m 1r m /  / /N N N
n` t x
N .s C . 41 . n , m1r m 1y1r m / /N Nns0
 .The limit of the l.h.s. of 41 for N ª ` yields
yNm1r mxN t t
lim 1 y m q1r m 1r m /  / /N N NNª`
` nt
mw xs exp mxt y t s H x . 42 .  . n , mn!ns0
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 .  .Confronting Eqs. 41 and 42 we finally get
C N . xrN 1y1r m .n , m
H x s n! lim , 43 .  .n , m n r mNNª`
which reduces to the ordinary identity by setting m s 2.
Before closing this paper it is worth adding further words of comment
on the B.P. Their properties have been explored in combinatorial analysis
w x18, 20 , but their usefulness goes beyond this specific field of research.
Just to give an example among the wealth of their properties, we note that
­ n 4  4Y x s Y x , r s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1, 44 . .  .n s nyr sn nyr /r­ xr
 .  .which applied to Y x defined in Eq. 29 givesn, m
nd ­ m!n my sY x s y x ? Y x . 45 .  .  .n , m nys , m /s  /dx ­ x m y s ! .ss1
Furthermore
n n 4  4Y x s x q x Y x . 46 . .  . ny jq1nq1 s nq1 j nyjq1 snq1  /j y 1
js1
The quoted examples and the analysis of Section 2 indicate the flexibility
of these polynomials and may perhaps suggest possible fields of applica-
tion.
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